Colorado United Session Plan
Coach

Week 1

Theme

30m

Passing & Receiving - 1st touch towards next pass/into space

u9

Aims & Objective
To improve a players ability to pass and receive the ball on their back
foot with an open body towards their next pass or into space.

Passing in triangles
- Create two triangles, cones around 15/20yrds
away from each other.
- Players make firm passes in a certain direction
and follow their pass, player receiving the pass
checks away from the cone (defender) into a space
where they can see both the passer and their next
pass.
1) Pass outside of triangle and follow
2) Give and go, second pass into space around the
cone.
3) Players play a through ball splitting the triangle
so the receiver can run onto the ball.
Progressions
- Reverse the direction
- Teams race to get the ball around the triangle 3/4
times
Coaching Points *Weight of pass *Movement away
from cone *Control with back foot *Use of both feet

Y Passing
Set up a triangle with cones (15yrds away from
each other) with a cone (10yrds away) from the tip
of the triangle.
- Play starts with the first player passing into the
player at the tip of the triangle who receives the ball
on the back foot with an open body in the direction
of their next pass. The receiver then plays a pass
into the wide player who dribbles the ball back to
the start. Players alternate the direction in which
they receive the ball. All players follow their pass.
Progressions
- Receiver in the center plays a give and go around
the cone with the wide player.
Coaching Points *Two touch *Firm pass *Body
open *Back foot *Movement away from cone

Notes
Progress into Y passing to goal, the wide player receiving the ball on the back foot and turning to shoot on goal. The player then grabs their
soccer ball and joins the line.
- Center player plays a give and go around the cone with wide player who shoots.

